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Unifor is the union for warehouse workers, support EI reform, privacy commissioner
slams Regina police, Nova Scotia healthcare workers reach a deal, Reliance
workers ratify new collective agreement after 49-day lockout, Unifor asked to help
develop new regulations for B.C. container trucking industry, Unifor members wear
orange for reconciliation, stay safe working in the heat.

Unifor members wore orange on Canada

Employment Insurance is no longer

Day and turned anger into action to demand

meeting the needs of working people.

the federal government ensure Indigenous

The pandemic has made that clear.

communities have the resources to find

Sign the petition to get the EI system

answers about missing children.

Canada needs to build back better.

WATCH VIDEO
READ MORE

Unifor is the union for warehouse workers. Watch as warehousing and distribution workers
share what it is like to unionize their workplace. Better wages, seniority, fairness and respect
are just some of the benefits of joining Unifor.

WATCH VIDEO

Regina Police Service was slammed by
Saskatchewan's privacy commissioner for

A tentative deal was reached for

withholding documents in an information

more than 7,500 health care

request about the Unifor Local 594 lockout last

workers across Nova Scotia.

year.

READ MORE
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Members of Unifor Local 1999 have

B.C.'s Minister of Transportation has

voted to ratify a new collective

asked Unifor to be involved in the

agreement that ended the 49-day lockout

development of new regulations for the

by Reliance Home Comfort.

container trucking industry.

READ MORE

READ MORE

Unifor Local 195 members in Windsor
voted 90% in favour of a new
collective agreement with Kautex
Textron that brings significant gains to
members who supply auto parts.
READ MORE

Lack of a bargaining
mandate by the Nova Scotia
government brings Unifor
and Northwood long-term
care facility contract talks to a
halt.
READ MORE

Canada needs anti-scab legislation,

With extreme heat warnings coming across

federally and in most provinces. Even

the country, remember to stay safe and

where provinces that have some form

work safe – especially outdoors. Unifor’s

of anti-scab legislation, it could use

Heat Stress Fact Sheet can help keep you

significant improvements.

and your co-workers safe.
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